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Success Story of a Student Entrepreneur

Narayana Pharmacy college hosted this event in collaboration with IIC – Narayana

Medical College to inculcate the entrepreneurial mindset among the pharmacy and

other healthcare professionals. In this event success story of a pharmacy graduate as

an IT – entrepreneur related to pharmacy; was shared to create awareness about the

numerous opportunities exists for their educational background and to motivate them

to tap such resources and to become a successful entrepreneurs.

R. Charishma, fourth year, B.Pharm. Student moderated the session. She invited her

peer for a prayer song which was followed by a lamp lighting by the honorable – IIC –

president and dean of Narayana Medical College, Dr. S. P. Rao; IIC –convener – Dr.

Sivakumar Vijayaraghavalu; Pharmacy college principal and organizing secretary– Dr.

Harinatha Baba; and the IIC staff members from Narayana College of Nursing, Nellore.

Then Dr. Harinatha Baba addressed the gathering and emphasized the importance of

being an entrepreneur and creating the jobs for others; rather being an employee. He

encouraged the pharmacy students to think in the direction of becoming an

entrepreneur. He felt very proud of the speaker - young entrepreneur (one of his

students). Then, IIC president Dr. SP Rao, motivated the young minds and asked them

to think innovative ideas to solve the existing healthcare problems and commercialize it

by becoming an entrepreneur. Thereby, both health sector and mankind can be

benefited.



Then IIC –convener, introduced the speaker Mr. Shehebazuddin Shaik, B.Pharm.

(Narayana Pharmacy College), CEO & Founder, 14impressions -

https://www.14impressions.in) and invited the speaker to take over the session.

The student entrepreneur, started his success story with a greeting note to the

distinguished faculties and students. He shared the hurdles faced during his childhood

and the way he overcame all of it. The importance of money and the ways to attain

were started rooting from his childhood onwards. As he was growing his thoughts

matured and resulted in becoming an entrepreneur with good moral values. He is a

self-learned IT professional; he nicely amalgamated his pharmacy knowledge and IT

skills and started a firm – 14impressions, a writing firm started on 14th October 2020.

The firm started from a single man’s blog in Nellore, Andhra Pradesh, India, and came

a long way and operating in both India and Sri Lanka. 14impressions is an online

platform which started with the mission of providing a free, world-class education for

anyone, anywhere (especially Pharmacists). Then he explained how they developed an

app focused on Pharmacy education, which has 14 sub categories to offer.

The app has gained a lot of followers from the UK, USA, Canada, Sri Lanka, and India.

As the platform needs to grow and reach more people the company is looking forward

to expand its wings and get more people on board (especially Pharmacists). Most of

the employees in his company are from pharmacy background. He also explained the

internship and job opportunities that his company is able to offer for pharmacy

students.



Finally he ended his talk with a thanking note to the pharmacy principal, IIC president,

IIC convener and the organization for giving an opportunity to share his success with

his juniors. Then Dr. Harinatha Baba, concluded the event with a vote of thanks. He

deep heartedly thanked the IIC president Dr. SP Rao and all other professional college

Heads and staff for attending this program.

The PPT slides of the Mr. Shaik talk are in the following pages.
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